
 

Fit the hopper below the upper ridge on the sides – ensure it 
is between the lines on the sides. The hopper end slopes (12) 
fit under the ends (a) and the end of the hopper – you may 
need to file the edge of the slope to fit. The hopper supports 
(f) – flanges face inwards –  fit against the ribs on the slope  
(12) and the bogie plate  (23). Add the hopper partition (1).
Fit the tops on the vacuum cylinders (2/3). 

“Plain” end: fit one vertical support (h) - flange faces 
inwards -  inside the slope ribs (on 12) & the small rib [R] on 
(23). Add the vac. cylinder & second strut. The vac. cylinder 
fits between the square brackets on (h) & rests on the stud on 
(23). Add the shaft ends (i) to the end of the brake rod on 
(16).

“Control” end: shorten the handwheel bracket (17) “arms” 
by cutting at the lines on them, and cut the tops off the outer 
hopper strut (19) 2mm above the cross bar. Fit (19) against 
the small ribs at the back of the platform (16), and the ribs on 
slope (12), part (17) fits on this as shown. Fit the vac. cylinder 
bracket (8) to the cylinder side (see diagram above). 

 

C55  SR 40ton Hopper (D1772 –1928) v.2.0
IMPORTANT: before removing the hopper end slopes 
(part 12) from the moulding, score across the feeds 
from the sprue, on both sides. If you just bend this off 
the sprue, the edge will tear, and on this kit it will be at 
the top of the slope & damage will be rather obvious.
Prototype: 25 of these hoppers were built by the Metropolitan 
Carriage & Wagon Co. in 1928. These wagons had diamond-
frame bogies, which were virtually identical to those on the LSWR 
hoppers built in 1903. The body appearance was somewhat 
different as the earlier ones did not have the side 
sheeting continued down to the solebars. Despite this 
additional rigidity, the solebars still suffered from 
cracking, having stiffening plates at the bottom corners 
of the body sheeting.
Notes: as built, there do not seem to have been the 
sloping plates between the sides and the hopper 
supports “f”. These seem to have been added later. On 
our kits C65/67 these are part 14. This cannot be fitted 
due to the different hopper slope, but possibly the sides 
of this could be used if the modification is to be 
modelled. 
NOTE: the hopper interior uses the moulding from kits 
C65/67. This has curved side slopes, whereas these 
wagons had straight slopes (covered when loaded).
Operation: these wagons usually ran in block trains from 
quarries (e.g. Meldon) to P.W. yards, but they were sometimes 
split up & ran with other wagons as required. These hoppers 
lasted until the mid 1970s, the majority having been moved to 
Scotland in 1968. 3 were bought by Grant Lyon Eagre (GLE) for 
contract work and lasted until at least 1993. One is preserved on 
the Wensleydale Railway. A number went to Northern Ireland 
and were in use until at least 2000 (together with one of the later 
batch) although one is now preserved.

Construction:  All the main components fit between the 
hopper sides/platform sides as shown on the diagram below.
Fit the headstocks (b/c) flush with the end of the platform 
sides [ends of side moulding] and butt the platforms (16) up 
to them. (between the sides). Add the bogie mounting plates 
(23) — the side attached to the sprue goes against the inner 
projecting part of the platform(16). Add the hopper ends (a) 
which slightly overlap the vertical end of the sides. Ensure the 
assembly is square & leave upside down to set. 

COMPONENTS
1. Hopper partition
2/3. Vac. Cylinder 
4. Chute inner support
5. Not moulded
6. Not moulded
7. Hand brake cross shaft 

-RH end
8. Vac. Cylinder supports (1 used)
9. Not used
h. plain end supports

“Control” end

Indicates top of components

12. Hopper end slope
13. Not used
14. Not used (but see note above)
15. Door operating rod
16 Platform
17. Handwheel bracket (one used)
18. Not used
19. Outer hopper struts (one used)
20. Not used
21. Handwheels 
22. Brake wheel
23. Bogie mounting plate
24. Vac. cylinder strut (1 used)
25. Chute divider 
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There are two smaller sprues: one (2 supplied) which has 4 
axleboxes (a/b), 2 buffer heads (b/h), 2 buffer collars (r), 1 step 
(d), "U" shaped step  (e), and 1 handwheel bracket strut (small 
plain oblong) (g), 1 shaft end (i) – small “v”, plus the 
headstock/handrail (b), and hopper end (a), pair of hopper 
supports (f) (other parts marked “x” are not needed). The other 
moulding has the chute ends and plain headstock (c).

“Plain” end


